International road freight offer – work form
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Description
If you want to amend the data of offer or delete the offer, please
tick the relevant offer by clicking on the box in the first column of
the offer line.
The function enables to visualise the planned transportation
route. Use of the function is optional. The planned route can be
specified on the map after the offer has been saved. Click on the
icon will open a map in Google Maps. After choosing the suitable
scale, please click consecutively on the points marking cities or
settlements. The resulting route will be saved and Google Maps
window will be closed.
Select the planned loading date from the calendar.
From the options provided in the classifier please select the
country, where loading of cargo is offered and where the
transportation will start (continue).
Write (in free text) the name of the city, settlement or place,
where loading is offered. Precise address will be further agreed
between the client and the carrier.
From the options provided in the classifier please select the
country, where the planned transportation will end.
Write (in free text) the name of the city, settlement or place,
where unloading is offered. Precise address will be further agreed
between the client and the carrier.
In the field of free cargo space, please write the volume of the
offered free cargo space in loading meters (ldm). Values of
loading meters can be entered within the range 0,1-15,0 ldm.
Values of loading meters shall be entered in the data field with
the precision of a decimal.
In the field of free loading capacity, please write the value of free
loading capacity in weight units (t). Values of weight can be
entered within the range 0,1-40,0 t. Values of weight shall be
entered in the data field with the precision of a decimal.
From the options provided in the classifier please select suitable
(necessary) type of cargo space of a semi-trailer or full trailer.
Information related to transportation price can be entered after
the offer has been saved. Click on the radio button will open work
form of price information. Entry is optional. It is recommended to
use mainly in cases when especially attractive single
transportation prices can be offered, in order to achieve better
usage of space upon transportation of partial loads. The same
applies to cases, when prices below average of the market can be
offered permanently on certain routes irrespective of the client
ordering the transportation.

Info

Save

Delete

Information related to transportation can be entered after the
offer has been saved. Click on the radio button will open work
form of additional information. Entry is optional. Generally it is
used in cases, when the user wants to submit additional
information about the transportation, further advantages and
benefits, restrictions etc.
Click on the button will save the new offer and any amendments
made in already entered offers. To amend the entered offer
information, click on the „Tick“ box of the first column of relevant
line. After this the offer line will become active.
Click on the button enables to delete the offer line with a tick in
the box in the first column. The operation will delete all
information entered on the offer line.

